KYLE & JACKIE O ANNOUNCE THEIR NEXT HISTORY-MAKING GIVEAWAY EVERY KIIS 1065 CALLER WINS A BIG WORLD HOLIDAY!

Wednesday September 11th 2019 – KIIS 1065’s Kyle & Jackie O have announced their next historic radio giveaway – offering every listener who calls into the show this Friday a phenomenal holiday prize, in their ‘You Get A Big World Holiday!’ promotion.

Following their hugely successful ‘You Get A Car’, ‘You Get A Diamond’, ‘You Get $5,000 Cash’ and ‘You Get A Gay Wedding’ promotions that have given away hundreds of thousands of dollars in prizes, this Friday September 13th, every single Kyle & Jackie O show caller who makes it on air will score themselves a holiday to destinations such as Los Angeles, Bali, Thailand, Singapore, Vietnam, New Zealand, Fiji, China, Vanuatu, New Caledonia, Hawaii, Hayman Island and more!

SEE THE VIDEO HERE

ARN’s Head of Content – KIIS Sydney and Melbourne, Derek Bargwanna said: “KIIS has become famous for Kyle & Jackie O’s ‘You Get A’ promotions. We absolutely love creating big event radio that creates buzz amongst the audience!”

Listeners can tune into KIIS 1065’s Kyle & Jackie O Show this Friday September 13th from 6am, make a call and get on air for their chance to win the world holiday of a lifetime.

***
About ARN

ARN is one of the leading broadcasters in the country with ownership or investments in 12 radio stations nationwide. Its network brands KIIS and Pure Gold, along with iHeartRadio and The Edge, entertain and influence over four million listeners across Australia.

Its KIIS network consists of Sydney’s KIIS 1065 with Kyle & Jackie O, Melbourne’s KIIS 101.1 with Jase & PJ, Adelaide’s Mix102.3 with Jodie & Soda, Brisbane’s 97.3FM with Bianca, Mike & Bob and Perth’s 96FM with Botica’s Bunch for Breakfast. The National Drive Show across all stations is Will & Woody.

Its Pure Gold network consists of Sydney’s WS FM101.7 with Jonesy & Amanda, Melbourne’s GOLD104.3 with Christian O’Connell, Brisbane’s 4KQ with Laurel, Gary & Mark and Adelaide’s Cruise 1323 with John Dean.

The Edge is available on FM as The Edge 96.ONE in Sydney and nationally via iHeartRadio and DAB+. The Edge Breakfast hosts are Mike E & Emma.

ARN also launched iHeartRadio, the world’s fastest growing digital service, to the Australian market in 2013 and the platform has had over 1,541,000 downloads of the app. iHeartRadio is a free, all-in-one radio, music streaming, podcast and live events platform. In addition to being able to access their favourite music from around the globe, audiences can access their favourite stations in Australia from ARN, the ABC, SBS and Fairfax, as well as stations from New Zealand and the USA.

ARN’s suite of digital assets are the online home to Australia’s leading radio stations including KIIS1065 and WSFM, providing highly engaged entertainment content and news, mirroring what ARN’s stations are best known for. And The Roar is Australia’s leading sports opinion website, sparking engaged and informed discussions around sport among a loyal community on site and social.

ARN is a HT&E company. For more details, head to www.arn.com.au.
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